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15TH CENTURY — PRESENT

Community History

The origins of Aponte trace back to around 1700. The Inga people, however, are rooted much deeper in 

time, from an order by the Inca leader Huayna Capac (who ruled 1493-1527) to extend the borders of the 

Incan Empire. The Inca basically absorbed many other indigenous groups spanning the Andes.

More recently, in the 1990s, Aponte, because of its lush, remote, & relatively uninhabited landscape, was a 

center of poppy production. The community faced occupation by armed groups, but they were also making 

great money. A person could make up to $3000 a week. 

In 2003, they reached a breaking point. “It was madness.” The population surged with non-native people. 

The land was infected with chemicals to aid in poppy production. Violence was common. Human rights 

abuses were rampant. 

In response, the territory, nearly 57,000 acres, was declared a protected native reservation. In groups, the 

Inga eliminated all organized production of illicit crops in Aponte. By February 2004, poppies were gone, 

and the community, while now seeing less lucrative days than before, was generally freed from the violence 

that had plagued it. 

Ever since, Aponte has focused on protecting their Mother Earth & their indigenous culture (oral history, 

plant medicine, dress code, language). Their main sources of income are now coffee, trout, and textiles.
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In January 2016, celebrating the annual Carnival of Black & White, residents of Aponte recount feeling the 

earth shake & watching a powerline in the town center spark & collapse. 

Since then, the town Aponte has been devastated by what is essentially a painfully slow earthquake. Every 

night, the earth separates a little more. Every day, another house either cracks or collapses. The Colombian 

goverment at large has sent some resources to Aponte, including geologists and architects to survey the 

land & determine where the new town center will go. Some foreign NGOs, too, are seeking funding to help 

build communal living spaces and replace the town center. As of this writing, there has still been much 

promised, but little actual support to the community from outside sources.

JANUARY 2016 — PRESENT

Faultline
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Think representatives meet with Jose Ignacio Gomez of Cooperativa de Cafes Especiales de Nariño in 

nearby Buesaco. Jose brings us to Resguardo Aponte to meet with cooperative buyers Fernando “Fercho” 

Adarme & Carmen Chasoy. Fercho, wearing a solemn distress on his face, explains the history of the 

faultline, the lack of support, and the gravity of the situation to the community. 

It seems irresponsible to direct company resources anywhere else in Colombia. The plan is to purchase 

coffee from Aponte in volume & invest a portion into reconstruction.

Think returns to organize the groundwork for the 

project. In conversation with Fercho, Jose and 

twenty coffee farming families, it is determined that: 

-40 cents per green pound of coffee purchased 

reverts to buying basic construction materials for 

destroyed homes 

-Each family, with an equal budget, specifies which 

materials their situation requires, identifies where 

they will build, and details an individual timeline as 

to when they expect to be finished. 

-After all affected families have new homes, 

funds will be directed into rebuilding devastated 

community spaces.

AUGUST 2016

NOVEMBER 2016

First Impressions

Planning
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Three Think representatives return to Aponte to execute the project. Each family identifies their needs. 

Together with the Cooperative, Think procures and delivers all requested materials - 29,000 lbs of cement, 

26,000 bricks, 200 sheets cement roofing, 200 steel rods.

FEBRUARY 2017

Implementation
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Evaluation
JULY 2017

Director of Coffee & International Projects returns to evaluate project progress. About one quarter of the 

beneficiaries have made great headway. We expect them all to be finished by February 2018. We select 

another 20 beneficiaries for the next purchase.
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List of Beneficiaries

Hugo Agreda

 » 65 Iron Rods

 » 3,500lbs of Cement

Andrey Erazo

 » 2,000lbs of Cement

 » 979 Bricks

 » 10 Rectangualr Steel Tubes

 » 100 Meters of Threaded Wire
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List of Beneficiaries

Derly Chasoy
4 Meters of 3” Hose

1,592 Bricks

1,500lbs of Cement

Hernando Cortez
17 Sheets of Cement Roofing

2,000 Bricks

Ligia Erazo
2,000 Bricks

2,300lbs of Cement

Alberto Jamioy
2,000lbs of Cement

17 Sheets of Cement Roofing

Alirio Janamejoy
2,200lbs of Cement

24 Sheets of Cement Roofing

1 Motor

Bolivar Janamejoy
43 Sheets of Cement Roofing

Rosa Janamejoy
2,000lbs of Cement

20 Sheets of Cement Roofing

40 Steel Rods

Victor Janamejoy
2,300lbs of Cement

2,000 Bricks

Fernando Jansasoy
2,300lbs of Cement

2,000 Bricks

Willian Meneces
2,000 Bricks

17 Sheets of Cement Roofing

Julio Muñoz
260 Bricks

50 Steel Rods

100 Meters of Threaded Wire

5 Sheets of Steel Flooring

Jose Obando
2,000lbs of Cement

20 Steel Rods

1,000 Bricks

11 Sheets of Cement Roofing

Albeiro Pujimuy
2,000 Bricks

17 Sheets of Cement Roofing

Hernando Santacruz
4,000lbs of Cement

26 Steel Rods

40 Cement Blocks

Laureano Sigindioy
2,400lbs of Cement

2,000 Bricks

Pola Toro
2,000 Bricks

17 Sheets of Cement Roofing
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